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Available Now on Kurio:
1) Smart Search has “Address Active” option 
- This is in addition to the MLS #, Agent Name, and “Address All Statuses” options
- Address Active searches return only Active and Contingent (all 3) listings
- This will prevent off market (UC, EXP, etc) listings from cluttering search results

2) Dual Authentication option 
- Agents can now log into Kurio with EITHER their Kurio Password or OR 
their MLS password to login to Kurio
- Kurio users must still register prior to using Kurio
- Users still have to create their 4 character (or more) Kurio Username/Password 
- When Tempo Password changes (quarterly), Kurio will still require verification of the 
new Tempo password prior to logging in
3) Listing Searches (including Smart Search) now return 200 matches
- previous limit of 100 listings returned has been doubled

4) Smart Search MLS#(s) allows MULTIPLE MLS numbers
- previously, only a single MLS number could be entered.  
- At least 16 MLS numbers can be entered at a time (possibly more)

- MLS numbers separated by a comma, no space.  (just like Tempo)
5) Virtual Tour link on Details page  
- User can click on the link to see the Virtual Tour (if entered by listings agent)

6) Smart Search “Address Active” set as DEFAULT search option
- other options still available: MLS #, Agent Name, and “Address All Statuses” 
- Default searches will return only Active and Contingent (all 3) listings
7) Default Homepage setting
- Will allow user to define startup page when logging in
- User will be able to make the search screen the default in lieu of “New Today”

Coming 2012:
1) CMA’s 
- no specific information yet available
2) Graphical User Interface overhaul 
- more options and more up-to-date navigation


